
Unprecedented Quality
     The Sona is specially developed for the 

public space, and is made to withstand the 
roughest weather elements; even vandalism. 

   Its construction consists of a very strong 
metal endoskeleton, sealed with reinforced, 

impact-proof polyester covers.

           The electronics are safely tucked away 
in a water- and dust proof security box at the 

base of the arch. 

Your Own Rules
 The inclusive play floor of the Sona is freely 

accessible for everyone, and suitable for multiple 
children to play at any given time. Children 

can invent their own rules, which keeps things 
challenging. Did you know children have been 
found to play the Sona with remote controlled 
cars? With field hockey balls? and while doing 

football tricks? 

Commando
Complete the commands given by the 
Sona, as fast as possible.

ReactionRace Chinese
Jump on the correct number as fast as 
possible, while learning to count in Chinese

RunTime
Set out a track, and use the Sona as 
an interactive start and finish. 

DanceBattle
True dance battles between green and 
blue teams. 

Code Breaker
Remember the code and run to the 
correct numbers

The Sona knows 10 different games, and new ones 
are developed on a continuous basis. These are 
uploaded to your Sona automatically - for free - 
upon release.
For all games and play rules check www.yalp.nl

Sona
interactive play arch
Novel, interactive, and continuously updated

The Sona is audio-based 

interactive play equipment, 

made for the outdoors.  The large 

orange arch is recognizable from 

a distance, and therefore a real 

eyecatcher. With one simple 

push of a buttom, various games 

can be chosen and played. A 

motion-sensitive camera in the 

top of the arch observes and 

coordinates all user movement.

“I don’t know of any other play equipment as challenging 
and packed with play value - serving as wide of a target 
audience - as the Sona”  -Mirjam Kuijken - Campingsite de Paal - Bergeijk, The Netherlands
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